
2.3 The consonants

Dangme has the following consonants:



/// has at least four allophones: [/], a voiced lateral, whiph occurs in

the first syllable of a stem, e.g. la 'fire', lo 'fish'; [r], a retroflexed roll

or flap occurring non-stem-initially, after alveolars, except /, rf, z,

and palato-alveolars, e.g. in Sra a town name; [^], a retroflexed

alveolar fricative occurring after t, dot z, also non-stem-initial, and

[7], a heavily nasaUsed voiced lateral, occurring before nasal vowels

(non-stem-initially), as in the name Ahulu. There seems to be dialect

variation in the distribution of [r] and [^]; for some speakers [r], [t]

and [/] are in complementary distribution in syllables that do not

begin stems, depending upon the initial consonant of the stem. For

others they are in free variation, with [/] statistically dominant.

Most of the consonants contrast in monosyllabic stems with the

vowel a and low tone, as the following sets of minimal pairs and

near-minimal pairs show:

ba 'beg' pa 'drink soup' vaa a river grass fda 'freely'

da 'lure' ta 'chew' zdmi 'urine' sd 'rot'

zo 'shame' so a seed

ya 'strip' tsd'h&dX

gd 'ring' ka 'try' ha 'grab' ha a plant

gbd 'prophesy' kpd 'roam'

/v/ and /z/ are relatively infrequent phonemes, although they are

much more frequent in Dangme than in Ga. All of the above

consonants occur before both oral and nasal vowels, as in:

bo 'facial mark' vs bo 'dew'

da 'alcohoHc drink' vs da 'be straight'

ja 'thus' \sjd 'worship'

A:fl 'swear' vs ka 'hammer' (v.)

gba 'court a man' vs gbd 'narrate'

kpa 'rope', ga 'Accra', ta 'palm tree', za 'be smart'.

The nasal consonants also occur before both oral and nasal

consonants, although they occur more often and with a wider range

of types before nasal vowels, and are thus fully in contrast with the

stops and fricatives:

ma 'town' ma 'be in motion'

na 'cow; see' nd masc. name
nya 'jubilate' nydi 'clear'

ga 'grass' ifd 'weaver bird'

T)m3 'farm' gmorjmo 'side of the ribs'
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However, the oral frictionless continuants occur only before oral

vowels, with the exception of non-stem-initial /// (see above), and
then only if it is not between two diflFerent vowels.

wd 'our' ya 'go' Id 'tie', but also hlo 'varicocele'

2.4 The vowels
Dangme has a straightforward system of seven oral and five nasal

vowels. The cardinal vowel chart (Figure 3) is taken from Apronti

(1967).

The back vowels are all rounded, the front and central vowels are

all spread. The nasal vowels generally are sUghtly closer, i.e.

pronounced with the tongue higher in the mouth and closer to the

palate, than the corresponding oral vowels.

The contrast among the seven oral vowels is readily seen in the

following minimally differing set:

bi 'ask' be 'quarrel' be 'not come; broom'

W 'come!'

W *wear cloth' bd 'Usten!' W 'dew'.

The contrast among the five nasal vowels is also easily

demonstrated:

sf 'fry' sS 'remove'

sa 'bum'

su 'court' s3 'forge'.

The oral and the nasal vowels are clearly in contrast:

si 'pound', sf 'depart'

se 'Shai' sS 'seat', te 'fly', ti 'be clear'

Figure 3: Cardinal vowel chart for Dangme
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